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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared in good faith and with reasonable professional care and due diligence by the Company.
The Company believes that the projections are forecasts set forth in this document are accurate; however, such projections
and forecasts reﬂect only assumptions and estimates with regard to the future developments of the Company's business,
and that actual results could differ materially from such projections and forecasts
It is important to note that this document does not constitute an offering of any security, product or service, is made for
informational purposes only and may not be relied upon in evaluating the merits of investing in the Company or in any
afﬁliate thereof.
The Company assumes no obligation to update this document at any time to reﬂect future events, except as required, if
required, by applicable law. Some of the data is collected on a daily basis through multiple sources and may not be accurate.
This document and the information contained herein are conﬁdential and are exclusively the property of the Company. This
document may not be displayed, reproduced, distributed or used in any way without the prior written consent of the
Company.

Overview
HYPE Sports Innovation was established in order to empower people’s lives
through the power of sports and innovation. Since 2016, HYPE has built a
successful platform and global network and programs that generate
signiﬁcant value across the board to various stakeholders: startups, brands,
athletes, mentors, executives, investors, and more.
HYPE’s strong foundation has brought two important decisions that led the
way: the business model was adjusted so HYPE has holdings in the startups,
and the value-generation is cross-border and delivered virtually - allowing
any stakeholder to beneﬁt from a unique Sports Tech ecosystem.

HYPE Ventures 2021 - Round Status
●

HYPE Sports Innovation has formed a subsidiary - HYPE SI Ventures 2021 LTD.

●

This is a new holding company of all the rights issued to HYPE by the participating
startups of GVA 2.0 - the second Global Virtual Accelerator program.

●

HYPE Ventures 2021 has successfully completed a funding round of 2.1M+ from private
investors.

●

The round was based on a 7M Euro post-money Valuation. The round was
oversubscribed.

●

HYPE experiences high interest in the startups and considering an additional Portfolio
raise on a higher valuation due to the progress that was made - this will be reported
separately if and when HYPE proceeds with this opportunity.

Startups Overview
●

108 startups were selected into GVA 2.0 - hence issued rights to HYPE Ventures 2021 the Holding Company

●

The verticals (categories) are as follows: Media & Broadcast, Clubs & Federations,
Esports & Gaming, Performance & Fitness, Sports Betting, Motorsports, Winter Sports,
HomeRun.
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GVA 2.0 - The Program
●

Over a 4 month period - the startups received incredible support in various aspects
through HYPE’s platform:

●

PDs - Experienced professionals that managed the Verticals and are in ongoing
communication with the startups to provide monitoring and engagement- the
program directors.

●

Webinars and Sessions - education and panel discussions on highly relevant topics:
investments and fundraising, sales pitch and POCs, Strategy and business
development, product, etc.

●

1-1 Mentorship - the startups were assigned a personal mentor to guide them on
relevant areas - mentors that come with rich experience in the startups’ domain.

GVA 2.0 - The Program
●

Pitching Deck and presentation - the startups have pitched in front of big names in
Sports, investors, and decision makers in the industry.

●

Investment Engagement - HYPE has arranged over 180 1-1 calls between startups and
interested investors - at least 3 of these calls proceeded to investment and many
more are likely to become an investment in the future.

●

Global Sports Tech Summit - following the curriculum (program) phase, the startups
engaged in discussion with the partners (brands) in order to secure pilots and
commercial agreements. The GSTS was the place of announcement of the success
stories - and this will be elaborated on a new slide.
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GSTS Success - Value and Exposure
● On 22.2.22, HYPE had a remarkable event - the Global SportsTech
Summit.
● The event brought together over 3K registrants, market leaders,
brands, executives, mentors, investors, and industry followers.
● The Portfolio startups had a booth that presented their product to
the event guests. The event and startups traction in numbers:
●
●
●
●

1K+ Startup Booth visits
400+ Sports Industry VIPs Attended
340+ Brands/Investors in attendance
And 237 Meetings Created

Fundraising Activity - Exercise or Appreciation of Warrants
●

Out of 108 startups, our reports show that over 20 have successfully raised capital
since joining the HYPE GVA 2.0 and signing the warrant agreement. This is a truly
unique and positive validation to the quality of the startups.

●

11 out of these startups and HYPE’s warrants or shares in them have appreciated in
value and/or were converted into equity, respectively. This means that HYPE holds
shares or warrants in startups with a positive net value on paper.

●

4 Startups are no longer in business and/or no longer a part of HYPE’s portfolio and will
therefore not contribute to the Portfolio appreciation going forward - updating the
maximum number of Portfolio startups to 104.

●

The majority of startups are currently fundraising and in talks with potential investors

Pilots & Commercial Agreements
●

As per today, there are 41 conﬁrmed pilots between startups and HYPE partners.

●

As per today, there are 12 conﬁrmed commercial agreements between startups and
HYPE partners.

●

Commercial Agreement deﬁnition - ‘revenue generating deal’.

●

In addition - there are 40 potential additional pilots and several potential commercial
agreements in the pipeline being discussed and/or negotiated these days.

Business Traction Overview
●

The GVA 2.0 has led so far to 53 collaborations between startups and sport brands either a pilot or a commercial agreement.

●

The startups are also closing and exploring deals with non-HYPE partners - which is of
interest to us and supports their growth.

●

This is a remarkable success and business traction generated by HYPE - and a
validation to HYPE’s capabilities to create meaningful engagement between startups
and brands.

Estimated Underlying Net Asset Value
●

HYPE carefully examines the progress and potential conversion opportunities - that are
available for a 3-5 years period on average.

●

Additionally - HYPE Ventures 2021 holds equity (shares) in 5 startups already - meaning,
the warrants or agreements with HYPE were converted into shares.

Success Story
●

Edisn AI, a Portfolio Company, was acquired and merged into FuboTV in a 66% Shares (1,447)
and a 33% Cash transaction (+-$20K).

●

The merger was very quick and less than 1 year since joining the portfolio. It was done at a
50% higher valuation of the startup than the original valuation that was signed with HYPE.

●

HYPE’s relatively low original holding (warrant) in Edisn, as well as an earlier than expected
merger and the nature of the agreement and transaction - meant that the proceeds or
assets received out of this transaction are relatively low and are currently estimated at
about $30,000 allogether.

●

Whereas the Cash received is a ﬁxed amount, the share price of FuboTV declined in about
50% since the merger.

●

HYPE will report the exact amount and the following steps of this transaction, in a separate
notice.

Edisn.ai
Founder: Ashok Karanth.

Sector: Fan Engagement, AI.

Origin: United States.

Team size: 20+

Founded: 2019.

Key Partners: Wolves, FC Koln, Phillies.

About Edisn.ai
.

AI-powered fan engagement platform with state-of-the-art player recognition & contextual
content delivery.
Website

Watch Our Video

Investment Deck

Summary
HYPE GVA 2.0 AND GSTS has generated traction across the board. We also see
signiﬁcant indication on the value received by the startups.
HYPE is working to ensure maximum traction to all its startups in order to
increase their valuation and exercise the granted warrants.
The process has just started, however - agreements, investment activity, and
growth in valuations of startups (on paper) - all show the potential of HYPE
Ventures 2021.

Summary
● Pilots - 41
● Commercial Agreements - 12
● Raised Capital - 20+
● Equity - 5 startups

Update
● The Portfolio Company (HYPE Ventures 2021) is now setting up for an
additional fundraising
● There will be a clear update on the new round and its terms once they will
be ﬁnalized
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